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ABSTRACT
Plasticity of 3D user interfaces refers to their capabilities to au-
tomatically fit to a set of hardware and environmental constraints.
This area of research has already been deeply explored in the do-
main of traditional 2D user interfaces. Besides, during the last
decade, interest in 3D user interfaces has grown. Designers find
with 3D user interfaces new ways to promote and interact with data,
such as e-commerce websites, scientific data visualization, etc. Be-
cause of the wide variety of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented
Reality (AR) applications in terms of hardware, data and target
users, there is a real interest in solutions for automatic adaption
in order to improve the user experience in any context while reduc-
ing the development costs. An adaptation is performed in reaction
to different criteria defining a system such as the targeted hardware
platform, the user’s context and the structure and the semantic of
the manipulated data. This adaptation can then impact the system
in different ways, especially content presentation, interaction tech-
niques modifications and eventually the current distribution of the
system across a set of available devices. We present the state of
the art about plastic 3D user interfaces. Moreover, we present well
known methods in the field of 2D user interfaces that could become
relevant for 3D user interfaces. With this survey, we show that cur-
rent solutions do not meet all plasticity requirements. That is why
we propose an action plan to meet these requirements.
Index Terms: A.1 [Introductory and Survey]: ;— [H.5.1]: Infor-
mation interfaces and presentation—Multimedia Information Sys-
temsArtificial, augmented, and virtual realities; H.5.2 [Information
interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces—Graphical user inter-
faces (GUI)
1 INTRODUCTION
In the last years, interest in 3D user interfaces has grown. 3D user
interfaces differ from traditional graphical user interfaces (GUI) by
including a third dimension to present content and by using a larger
range of interaction devices than the traditional set: mouse, key-
board and touch-screen. Indeed, the 3D interaction devices set is
even larger. It includes devices like sensors, force feedback devices,
head-mounted displays (HMD) or gamepads. Designers find with
3D user interfaces new ways to promote and interact with data, such
as e-commerce websites, scientific data visualization, etc. Using
3D can improve attractiveness, interactivity and usability of these
applications. This new trend is possible thanks to the improvement
of graphics performance of devices like PCs or smartphones and
also thanks to the generalization of VR and AR devices like the
Microsoft® Kinect™, the Oculus Rift, the Google™Glass, etc.
In parallel, ubiquitous computing and continuity of access to
information are widespread uses in everyday life. The acronym
ATAWAD that means an access to information and services at Any-
Time, AnyWhere and on Any Device is becoming a main interest
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in a context of mobility. Regarding the wide range of interaction
devices for 3D user interfaces, we understand even better the real
need to provide users with plastic interfaces.
During the development of 3D user interfaces, designers and de-
velopers have to handle a lot of input and output devices [3], a lot of
interaction techniques [3] [25], a lot of possible kinds of target users
[32], and a lot of ways to present content [14]. Developing manu-
ally a version of an application for each possible configuration is
not a very flexible way toward adapting it to various features. Bet-
ter solutions propose to adapt them automatically. In this case, it is
referred to as plastic or adaptive 3D user interfaces. The goal is to
preserve usability in any condition while minimizing development
and maintenance costs [55]. Moreover, relevant adaptations can
have a substantial impact on the interest of the user in an interactive
system. Indeed, plasticity can bring a 3D user interface from an
impersonal and maybe not optimally usable shape to a personalized
one that will meet user’s expectations.
Dealing with plasticity creates new challenges like hardware and
users modeling. To continue, designing an intelligent adaptation
engine that will find and perform the most suited modification of
a system is another challenging step. Managing hardware is a re-
ally complex stage regarding ubiquitous computing and the grow-
ing number of new devices. Moreover, another challenge relates to
the right time and the way to react to these new configurations of
the system. As a simple example, if a user with a profile that con-
tains a field ”favorite color” navigates on an e-commerce website,
we may only show him items of this color [13]. If the application
allows adaptation at runtime, it is substantial to choose the good
time for adaptations in order to avoid changing the application too
often. The risk of too many modifications is to get the opposite by
disturbing the user experience.
This paper provides a literature review that takes into account
research work on plasticity and adaptive solutions for 3D user in-
terfaces. We also consider the most relevant studies in plasticity
for 2D user interfaces and adaptive hypermedia [5] that are more
mature fields of research. This paper is structured as follows: in
section 2.1 we recall the main definitions concerning plasticity and
adaptive 3D user interfaces. Then, we identify adaptation sources,
adaptation targets and adaptation time in section 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4
respectively. Next, in section 3, we list existing solutions for au-
tomatic adaptation of 3D user interfaces. To finish, in section 4
we discuss the limitations of current methods before concluding in
section 5 and talking about our future work in section 6.
2 CONTEXT
In this section we detail the actual state of the plasticity concept.
Therefore this section provides definitions of plasticity and related
fields of research. Then plasticity issues are classified into three
parts, adaptation sources, adaptation targets and the adaptation tem-
poral dimension.
2.1 Definitions
Thevenin and Coutaz were the first to introduce the notion of plas-
ticity [55]. This property of an interactive system refers to its ca-
pacity to withstand variations of both the system physical character-
istics and the environment while preserving its usability. Plasticity
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was already a well known problem in the field of software engineer-
ing. It included requirements like parametrization, customizability,
configurability, user-adaptivity, reusability and portability. In the
field of real-time interactive systems (RIS), the plasticity definition
is adapted to cover the interaction problematic. The definition of
Thevenin and Coutaz means that code interoperability is a neces-
sary condition but is not sufficient for an interactive system to be
considered as plastic. This notion of interoperability means that the
system can be run on all considered platforms but does not ensure
a good usability. That is why usability continuity has to be guaran-
teed too. Performances and possibilities have to be at least constant.
One goal of plasticity is to specify once to serve multiple sources
in order to minimize development and maintenance costs. This is
done by performing adaptations on the system. These adaptations
can be chosen by users from a predefined set of parameters: this is
system adaptability. They can be chosen automatically by the soft-
ware: this is system adaptivity. In the reference paper, plasticity is
modeled on 3 axes which will be more developed in the three next
subsections:
• The adaptation sources: point to the entities for which adap-
tation is intended. Three examples are given for these entities,
users, environment and hardware characteristics.
• The adaptation targets: concern modifications applied by
the system and the software components involved in adapta-
tion. For example, it can refer to the application content or the
interaction techniques.
• The temporal dimension of adaptation: the adaptation
mechanism is static if it occurs between sessions and is dy-
namic if it can also occur at runtime.
Lindt et al. propose a complementary classification of adaptive
user interfaces based on the temporal dimension and the adaptation
controller (user or system) [39]. This classification is shown in ta-
ble 1. The figure 1 summarizes the four dimensions of plasticity.
Then, in the same paper, an adaptive user interface is defined as
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Table 1: Classification of user interfaces based on adaptation con-
troller and adaptation time from [39]
any interface than can be classified in one of the four possible cate-
gories. Therefore we can say that an adaptive user interface can be
considered as plastic as long as the adaptation is done in order to
guarantee a constant user experience or to improve it while consid-
ering the current context. The definition should not just be limited
to usability continuity but should also be extended to usability im-
provement.
Other fields of research are also concerned by these issues and
can then be considered close to plasticity and adaptive user inter-
faces even if they do not mention it as such. First we can mention
intelligent user interfaces which change their behavior to adapt to
a person or a task [47]. As an example an autonomous agent may
provide users with advice if it notices his difficulties to interact with
the system. This kind of agent can be compared to the field of
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). ITS aim to provide users with
personalized instructions and feedbacks in a learning process. PE-
GASE [6] is an example of use of ITS in Virtual Reality. Next, we
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Figure 1: The four dimensions of the plasticity property
have adaptive hypermedia [4] that focuses on the adaptation of hy-
pertext and hypermedia (including 3D [13]) systems to the user and
to the environment [5] and could be therefore considered as plas-
ticity. By building a user model according to his goals, preferences
and knowledge, the system can adapt itself to his needs. Environ-
ment adaptation appeared in adaptive hypermedia with ubiquitous
computing. The environment can refer to the user location or to its
hardware platform. Therefore, we can compare this kind of adap-
tation with context aware applications [49] [10] which are systems
that examine the computing environment (the context) and can react
to its changes. As reported by Chen et al. [10], there are no uni-
fied definition for context but according to Dey et al. [17] context
means any information that can be used to characterize the situation
of something that is relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application (person, place, object). As well as for plastic user
interfaces, adaptive hypermedia and context aware applications are
systems that examine adaptation sources to find the best adaptation
targets in order to maximize the user experience.
In the same way as adaptive Hypermedia, in the web context,
responsive web design appeared recently to help developers during
websites creation in order to ensure their perfect usability and read-
ability in a large range of platforms [40]. With CSS3 media queries,
a website is able to adapt automatically its layout to the rendering
device. The aim is to create and manage one version of a website to
serve all the possible platforms such as desktop PCs, smartphones,
tablets or connected TVs.
These definitions suit both 2D or 3D applications, nevertheless,
the range of adaptation sources and targets increases significantly
in the case of 3D applications. In fact, there is a wide difference
between these two categories of user interfaces. While 2D user
interfaces are mostly based on Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers
(WIMP) interaction devices like mouses and touch-screens, 3D user
interfaces can use a larger range of interactions techniques, input
and output devices and ways to present content. We can deduce
that the combinatorial complexity is even larger for 3D user inter-
faces. Indeed, developing a code for all possibilities creates a large
number of possibilities detailed in the following equation :
number o f possible codes= number o f hardware plat f orms
×number o f content presentations
×number o f interactions techniques
Plasticity aims to solve this combinatorial complexity.
2.2 Adaptation sources
As explained in the previous section adaptation sources refers to
entities for which adaptation is intended. These entities must be
relevant to the interaction between the system and the users to be
taken into account. Thus, according to the context definition given
in section 2.1, we can generalize by talking about context. An adap-
tation source refers to something that represents context for the ap-
plication. First, these properties must to be modeled in the system.
Secondly, they must be available to the adaptation mechanism. Ac-
cording to the literature we decomposed these sources into three
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parts. Adaptation to hardware in section 2.2.1, adaptation to users
in section 2.2.2 and adaptation to the semantic in section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Adaptation to hardware
There is a wide variety of platforms on which an application can
be run and this list grows substantially when we talk about 3D. All
platforms do not offer the same capabilities. For instance, with-
out talking about code interoperability, it is obvious that we cannot
run the same version of an application in an immersive cube than
on a tablet for virtual reality, or on a tablet with camera than on
see-through glasses for augmented reality. In both cases, setups are
too different. Typically a platform is one or more computing units
connected with input and output devices. This composition may
change during runtime, some devices may be disconnected while
others may be added. It is also important to notice that some de-
vices like force feedback devices can be used as input as well as
output. As an example of an output device, we can mention im-
age display devices which can be characterized by their size, res-
olution, shape or refresh rate. The size property can be used to
dynamically adapt the layout of an application in 2D [55] or in
3D [13]. Notice that output devices include any devices that re-
turn sensori-motor feedbacks (haptic devices, sound systems, etc).
On the other hand, input devices allow the user to interact with
the application in different ways. In this category we identify de-
vices such as touch-screen, mouse, keyboard as well as 3D trackers,
gaze trackers, speech recognizers, electroencephalogram (EEG) for
brain computer interfaces, etc, which can be characterized by their
quality, range, degree of freedom (DOF) or frequency. One critical
point is to seamlessly adapt the application interaction techniques
to these devices. Indeed, as detailed by Lindt in [38], exchang-
ing an input device by another can result in an impractical interac-
tion technique. Regarding the computing units of a system, there
are other properties that can represent hardware constraints for an
application, such as the bandwidth of the network or the comput-
ing resources available. For example a transfer of large amount of
data coupled with a slow connection can affect the user experience.
The network and the terminal capabilities can be taken into account
to send an adaptable version of a 3D content using level of detail
(LOD), such as a 3D agent [31], or a 3D model of a city [48]. More
details about LOD representations will be given in section 2.3.2.
2.2.2 Adaptation to the user or to the users (in case of col-
laboration)
In that case, we talk about personalization. Before being able to
adapt the application to a user, we have to extract or learn from him
a profile that contains his main characteristics such as his location,
preferences, age, skill or habits what is called user modeling. A
lot of research work have been published concerning user model-
ing [32]. According to Kobsa [33] a user model is defined as a set
of information and assumptions on an individual user or on user
groups that are used in an adaptation process. Sometimes we do
not need a lot of information to perform adaptation. In [53], Spara-
cino represents a museum visitor just by one criteria among three
(greedy, busy, selective). This value is then used to propose him
the most suited visit program on a multimedia guide. In the 2D
case, Motti et al. [42] compare different studies on interaction tech-
niques with touch-screen for elderly people and demonstrate that
age of users must be a source of adaptation. For example, elderly
people will perform better if targets on a touchs-screen and spaces
between them are bigger. Chittaro et al. [12] and Dos Santos et
al. [18] present e-commerce applications where the personalization
of the 3D worlds are made according to the detected user prefer-
ences. By tracking the user action, his profile with his preferences
is edited and the visibility of his favorite products is increased. In
some cases, it is also interesting to know more about the environ-
ment in which the user is located. We can consider various prop-
erties like the time, the lighting of the room, if the user is alone
or not, and many other things that could be relevant for the appli-
cation. The use of this kind of properties is cited by Chen et al.
in a call forwarding process [10]. A user’s phone is ringing in his
office which is empty, consequently the system detects his loca-
tion (position property) and automatically forwards the call to the
nearby phone. In a second time, the system notices that the user is
in a meeting, therefore the software forwards the call directly to the
user’s voice mailbox. Concerning 3D interactive systems, proper-
ties of the user environment can also be useful, e.g in an augmented
reality application in which the lighting property of the real scene
can be used to get more consistency between the real and the virtual
world. This is done by Kanbara et al. in [30] where the evaluation
of the real scene lighting is made with a mirror ball technique. The
distribution of light sources in the real scene is estimated with the
projected area of the mirror ball in the final image. This distribution
is then used for the virtual object rendering.
2.2.3 Adaptation to the semantic
In an application, the user will interact with data which have mean-
ings represented by their semantic. There are two categories of se-
mantic modeling according to Chevaillier et al. [11]. The first one
is content-oriented semantic modeling which provides with a repre-
sentation of an application content and that is commonly based on
ontologies. The second one is system-oriented semantic modeling
which aims to give meta-access to the features of the application en-
tities. In most cases, application designers and developers use the
content-oriented semantic even if it has not been specified to the
system. For example, Walczak uses X-VRML for designing two
different applications manipulating each one a particular kind of
data, furniture for the first one and art artifacts for the other [9]. The
designer chooses the way he will organize the two 3D scenes by us-
ing his semantic knowledge about data. That is why he chooses the
museum representation for the artifacts and the shop for the furni-
tures. Therefore, in applications where semantic is specified to the
system, it can be used as a source of automatic adaptation. For ex-
ample, Hatala et al. use ontologies to match sounds from a database
with museum artifacts and user preferences [26]. In the same way,
Bilasco et al. uses semantic for object retrieval [1]. The reference
paper describes rules that specify adaptations to 3D objects with a
particular semantic. One of the given example consists in deteri-
orating geometries of ”building” type objects. MASCARET [11]
uses UML in order to model the semantic of 3D objects, proce-
dures and behaviors in order to automatically generate interactive
3D worlds with learning scenarios. This knowledge database can
then be used as a source of adaptation by 3D autonomous agents.
The solution introduced by Wiebusch and Latoschik [57] presents
concepts for decoupling in real-time interactive systems that sup-
ports hardware and component adaptations. The system uses a se-
mantic description of components encoded as OWL-based models.
This knowledge representation ensures reusability and portability
and could be used for semantic adaptation.
2.3 Adaptation targets
Basically an adaptation mechanism takes account of sources to pro-
duce adaptation on some targets. These targets are part of the sys-
tem and are modified in order to satisfy the adaptation mechanism
request. The aim is to change the system in order to respect the
plasticity property developed in section 2.1. We have classified the
targets found in the literature into three groups. Interaction tech-
niques modification in section 2.3.1, content adaptation in section
2.3.2 and redistribution in section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Interaction techniques modification
For 3D interactive systems, three kinds of interaction techniques are
proposed by Hand [25]: objects manipulation, navigation and ap-
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plication control. In each category, there are a lot of possible tech-
niques that may perform differently depending on the context. In
some circumstances it is possible that some interaction techniques
cannot be used because of this context. In the paper already cited
in section 2.2.1, Lindt [38] shows that selecting an object with the
ray technique is possible with a hand tracker but not with a speech
recognizer. If this last device is the only one available, the applica-
tion will have to use another selection technique like speech com-
mands. The interaction techniques selection depending on avail-
able devices is one of the aims of Grapple [22], by matching in-
teractions techniques to device categories. Intrinsic parameters of
interaction techniques can also be adapted. For example ICON [19]
proposes to filter the movement of a cursor in order to stabilize it
for people suffering from Parkinson’s disease. Similarly, Schon et
al. [50] change navigational keys sensitivity according to the user
performance. If the user is getting lost in the 3D world this sensi-
tivity is damped in order to improve his performance. While this
method aims at facilitating navigation in 3D worlds, Celentano et
al. propose to improve interactions with 3D objects [8]. Interaction
techniques are modeled with finite state machines (FSM), then user
activity is monitored in order to recognize interaction patterns. The
final aim is to anticipate what the user wants to do and therefore
shorten his interaction. The temporal Augmented Transition Net-
work (tATN) introduced by Latoschik [34] goes further FSM by as-
sociating transitions with events, guarding constraints and temporal
information. tATN are included into the framework presented in
[35]. This framework enables designers to easily create multimodal
interactions with context adaptation and hardware platform porta-
bility capabilities. Octavia et al. [43] consider both types of interac-
tion techniques adaptation, parameters modification and techniques
replacement and theses adaptations are made according to the user
model.
2.3.2 Content adaptation
An interactive system lets a user interact with some content that
can be adapted. This content can be modified according to many
ways like intrinsic parameters variations, quality improvement or
degradation and content structure modifications. Global properties
of the content are also concerned such as the sound volume deliv-
ered by the system or the brightness of a screen. Changing intrinsic
parameters of some objects is one of the possibilities offered by
Dachselt et al. [13], as already detailed in section 1, chair’s color
is set to the user’s favorite color in one of the given examples. In
the same way, in the e-commerce application [12] already cited in
section 2.2.2, the size of user’s favorite products is changed in or-
der to get more visible. Visibility of important information is also
the issue of Julier et al. [29] who aim at finding the correct opac-
ity for each information display according to its consistency in the
current context. Content quality can also be adapted such as an
image resolution or the number of vertices and polygons of a 3D
mesh. In such a case, we talk about level of detail (LOD). The aim
of LOD is to improve or decrease the complexity of a content ac-
cording to a metric. Creating these different levels of detail for a
3D content can be possible thanks to decimation algorithm such as
the method proposed by Schroeder et al. [51]. This algorithm aims
to reduce the number of triangles of a mesh while preserving its
topology. Progressive meshes by Hoppe [28] are another way for
dealing with LOD. It offers a continuous and lossless representa-
tion of a 3D mesh that handle different issues such as the smooth
choice of LOD, progressive transmission and mesh compression.
The metric taken into account in the LOD choice can be one of the
adaptation sources detailed in section 2.2. This is the case for the
two examples cited in section 2.2.1 where the metric is the hard-
ware capabilities for adapting a 3D agent [31] and a 3D city model
[48].
To finish, content structure modification is also considered in the
literature. Adding or removing content can be performed like in
[2] which fulfills virtual museum rooms only with 3D objects that
match the user’s preferences. It is also possible in 2D as in Flex-
Clock [23] which displays a graphic clock and a calendar only if
the window is large enough. Content structure also refers to the
layout of the scene. For instance ENTER [24] can update a scene
layout with functions like ”Swap” ”Move” or ”Rotate” called on
3D objects by an adaptation engine which takes into account the
user-profile. Layout adaptation is further addressed in [36] which
proposes an automatic layout framework. By defining layout poli-
cies, a designer can manage a scene by taking into account different
constraints like the user interactions.
2.3.3 Redistribution
Redistribution consists in migrating the whole or a part of an ap-
plication across different devices [7]. This may happen when the
hardware configuration of the system changes during runtime. For
example, CamNote [15] proposes a redistributable slides viewer ap-
plication. In CamNote, if a PDA is available, a remote controller
that allows navigation within the presentation can migrate to it. In
the case of 3D user interfaces, redistribution as an adaptation target
hasn’t been well explored but we can find on the consumer market
some solutions that already use it. This is the case in video games
with the migration possibility offered by the Nintendo® Wii U™1.
The migration is not automatically done but chosen by the user in
the case that he does not or cannot play on his television anymore.
In that case, the game totally migrates on the gamepad and the user
can continue his game as he would have done on his television.
2.4 Temporal dimension
The last adaptation’s dimension is the temporal one. Some solu-
tions allow dynamicity, which means that adaptation can occur at
runtime while others are just static. Static means that adaptation
can just be done between sessions. Current input devices abstrac-
tion layers like VRPN [54] and OpenTracker [46] are only static as
they do not allow to replace a device at runtime. Likewise X-VRML
[9] or style-sheets from [21] provide only a solution for statically
adapting the layout of 3D scenes. With these two solution designers
can edit templates that will be chosen and parametrized before the
session and that will not change until the next session. Conversely,
applications like FlexClock as a 2D example [23], or solutions like
the one proposed by Chittaro et al. [12] and AMACONT [13] in
the case of 3D application, can automatically adapt themselves at
runtime. Indeed, for instance, FlexClock and AMACONT allow a
modification of the content presentation if the window size changes
at runtime. Dynamic adaptation could become a main advantage
for application as it improves the continuity of interaction when
the system is modified in real time. For example, the apparition
or the disappearance of an hardware component [15], a modifica-
tion of the network quality [20] or a variation of the user-profile
[12]. Nevertheless, adaptations at runtime have to be carefully per-
formed because too much change can lead to inconsistency and thus
disturb the user. This precaution is taken in the layout framework,
presented by Lee et al. [36], by not considering, in the space allo-
cation algorithm, 3D objects that may change too often.
3 SOLUTIONS
This section provides the solutions found in the literature that deal
with the plasticity property. Solutions are classified into three
groups according to the adaptation sources they handle : hardware
adaptation in section 3.1, user adaptation in section 3.2 and seman-
tic adaptation in section 3.3. In each group, we try to gather the
solutions into subcategories according to the implementation of the
adaptation mechanism.
1http://www.nintendo.com/wiiu/features/ Date of access : january 2014
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3.1 Hardware adaptation
Concerning hardware adaptation, device abstraction layers allow
designers to handle a wide variety of input and output devices.
A device abstraction layer classifies devices into different classes
based on what data they can provide such as 3-DOF or 6-DOF
trackers. This classification is made in order to hide the complexity
of concrete devices. Moreover, this approach allows an application
to accept the replacement of a device by another one of the same
type. OpenTracker [46] and ICON [19] already cited in section
2.3.1, are two abstraction layers based on dataflow architectures
which can combine and filter input devices in order to connect them
to different actions of an application. ICON has the advantage over
OpenTracker to be dynamic, as the reconfiguration can be done at
runtime. ICON also provides with a graphical user interface in or-
der to configure the system. Unfortunately, it does not handle na-
tively any VR devices. Conversely, OpenTracker has been designed
to handle trackers but the configuration has to be made before exe-
cution with a XML file. Grapple [22] also offers a mechanism for
static adaptation by classifying input devices into categories and
by providing an abstract representation for each category. A de-
veloper can then match interaction techniques to device category,
then at runtime these techniques can work with any device of the
associated categories. VRPN is another static solution [54] which
proposes a client-server architecture with a network-transparent in-
terface to a wide variety of periphericals like trackers, buttons or
force feedback devices. In the same way DEVAL [44] introduces
a generic device abstraction layer that defines device classes and
structures them hierarchically. DEVAL supports dynamicity with
devices addition and replacement at runtime. Viargo [56] is an-
other dynamic solution. Input devices are abstracted by device
units like in VRPN which provide events to interaction metaphor
components. Then, these components process the events in order
to update the state system of the application. If a device is ex-
changed at runtime, the interaction metaphor is not disturbed while
the new device events are compatible with it. To finish with ab-
straction layers, MiddleVR 2 offers to handle transparently a lot of
input devices including those from VRPN. Moreover, unlike other
solutions, MiddleVR can also deal with output devices and cluster-
ing. For instance, it is possible to configure its own screen setup.
This setup contains parameters such as the number of screens, how
they are placed, stereoscopic properties and size and resolution of
each screen. Moreover, this setup also includes association between
computers and screens. These configurations features allow a de-
veloper to deal with a wide variety of display devices, from simple
monitors to immersive cubes and workbenches. This configuration
is done with a graphical interface and can be changed at any time
during execution.
The problem with abstraction layers is that devices are just de-
fined as input and output data while it would be interesting to also
know their physical properties in the real physical workspace or
their internal properties like refresh rate or accuracy. The device
model proposed by Lindt [39] extends DEVAL [44] to add this kind
of meta-data. Three kinds of meta-data can be added to a device in-
stance, first static devices properties that do not change over the
time like the weight of a HMD or the position of a device in the real
world. Next, configurable devices properties that depend on the de-
vice setup like the smoothing factor of a tracking device. To finish,
runtime properties which include performances and device states.
This device model is integrated into a more complex architecture in
the CATHI framework (Context-Adaptive Three-Dimensional In-
teraction) designed for the creation of 3D adaptive user interfaces.
With a rule-based system and a rating mechanism, the model is
able to build the most suited 3D user interfaces represented by a set
2http://www.imin-vr.com/middlevr-for-unity/ Date of access : january
2014
of interconnected components. The framework supports user and
auto-configuration, dynamicity and can impact the main adaptation
targets that we cited in section 2.3.
To be able to deal with a lot of devices is a kind of hardware
adaptation but when the hardware is known, a system can also de-
duce some other modifications to perform on itself. Using rule-
based systems is one of the solutions proposed in the literature.
AMACONT [27] offers this kind of solutions like in [13] which
shows an example of output devices adaptation with a choice of a
3D menu type according to the screen size as detailed in section
2.4. In that case, a rule set the screen size threshold that will lead to
the modification of the 3D menu.
In the field of 2D user interfaces, some solutions are based on
model driven engineering, which has not been well explored for
3D. It consists in modeling and decomposing a user interface with
a high level language. This kind of framework is used in [52] or
in [55] which represent hardware with a context or platform model.
This platform model is then processed by the system in order to
choose adapted interactors and an adapted way to display content.
A similar approach is used in CamNote [15], already cited in sec-
tion 2.3.3, to detect if a PDA is available in order to migrate on it a
remote controller for the application.
3.2 User adaptation
As explained in the second section, an interactive system can be
personalized according to a user and to the context in which he is
located. User modeling is the entry point for this adaptation mech-
anism. We can find in the literature different methods that take into
account this adaptation source.
First, similarly to hardware adaptation we can cite rule-based so-
lutions. In that case, a designer will associate different adaptations
rules to an application. These rules specify reactions to a particu-
lar state of the user model. For example, with AMACONT [13], a
designer can write XML rules which have access to the user pro-
file. The example cited in the paper, already explained in section
2.3.2, is a rule that changes the color of all chairs in a 3D scene by
the favorite color of the current user in the context of e-commerce.
Chittaro et al. also use rules that make requests on the user profile
to change the content of a virtual shop [12]. This is an example of
rule proposed in the paper :
IF s een (X)=0 AND NumberOfVis i t s>3 THEN
goa l ( I n c r e a s eExpo s u r eL ev e l (X) )
This rule asks the system to increase the visibility of a product X
in a 3D world if the current visitor came more than 3 times and
if he has never seen the product. This is achieved by generating
a VRML world fulfilled with VRML ”PROTOs” instantiated with
the parameters required by the personalization choices. Increas-
ing visibility of an object could have an impact on its scale in the
VRML model for example. The solution proposed by Dennemont
et al. [16] also offers a rule-based system for adaptation to the user
and his environment. A reasoning engine processes the rules and
the application knowledge, represented with conceptual graphs, in
order to find adaptations. The given scenario tries to enhance user’s
interests with content and interactions adaptations. Nevertheless,
in its current state, the delay of the engine can just allow punctual
helps.
Next, rating systems are also a possible solution for user adap-
tation. Bonis et al. in [2] use a tree to represent the user model
where nodes are objects or objects categories and edges represent
relations between them. Each node has an associated score which
is the user interest for the object or the category. Scores are updated
by an algorithm that takes into account user interactions in the 3D
world. User’s favorite products will get better scores. Finally, the
main virtual room is fulfilled with objects with the best scores and
some doors give access to rooms with the remaining objects of the
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database. This methods can handle more than one user by using a
clustering algorithm in order to create groups of users with similar
preferences.
As detailed in section 3.1 the model proposed by Lindt [39] uses
a combination between a rating mechanism and a rule-based system
in order to perform adaptation to hardware. Moreover, this solution
also includes adaptation to the user and his associated context. For
example, a user can write his own adaptation rules that will be taken
into account during the adaptation process. However, even if the
framework could be extended with such a component, in its current
state no user model with user monitoring is integrated.
Then some solutions for user adaptation are based on mutli-
modules architecture where each module has its own task in the
adaptation process and communicates with the others such as EN-
TER [24] with its multi-agent architecture. User modeling is done
with three agents, a login agent for initialization, a listener agent
to monitor user activities and an analysis agent to extract user pref-
erences. Thus, the presentation agent is informed by the analysis
agent of user preferences and displays an adapted world. The con-
ceptual framework of Octavia et al.[43] is quite similar to ENTER.
Indeed, it connects some modules with different roles and takes into
account the user and the current task. However, the goal is different
as the adaptation target is not the 3D world but interaction tech-
niques. Like in ENTER, the framework is made up of a set of inter-
communicating modules : the monitoring module to analyze user
activities ; a knowledge base that stores the past adaptations and
interactions ; a user model ; an adaptation engine which determines
with the help of the previous three modules how to adapt interac-
tions techniques. It can go from modifying an intrinsic parameter
of an interaction technique such as sensitivity to the replacement
thanks to a more adapted technique. Also, the AdapTIVE archi-
tecture of Dos Santos et al. [18] is made of a set of modules such
as the user model manager that monitors users and updates users
models. The content manager is responsible of content addition,
removal and classification as well as the environment generator that
creates the suited 3D world according to content and user models.
The given example is a virtual shop where 3D rooms contain prod-
ucts. Rooms are ordered according to the user interest, the one that
matches at best becoming more accessible.
Then, using machine learning is another way for user adaptation.
Sto(ry)chastics [53] is based on this approach and uses a Bayesian
network to estimate the user models and to perform content selec-
tion. Concerning machine learning in 3D user interfaces, Lenz-
mann et al. propose to use reinforcement learning in order to per-
form user interface customization, according to user preferences,
for manipulating 3D objects in a virtual environment [37].
3.3 Semantic adaptation
An interactive system, especially a 3D user interface, is designed to
allow a user to navigate into and interact with a set of data. These
data have a semantic that is taken into account at the design step by
a developer or a designer. The example cited in the section 2.3 was
the use of 3D templates in order to take this semantic into account.
Some solutions go further by modeling this semantic and then use it
to adapt a user interface accordingly. However, semantic adaptation
has not been as well explored as hardware and user adaptation.
As for user adaptation, there are some rating system based ap-
proaches. The solution proposed by Julier et al. [29], previously
cited in section 2.3.2, aims to perform information filtering in an
augmented reality application in order to only show the most impor-
tant information to the user. Authors propose to model the object’s
semantic in the context of the application’s scenario. An object
is modeled with objective properties such as shape, type or loca-
tion and subjective properties represented by an importance vector.
This vector contains a score of importance from 0 (irrelevant) to 1
(highly relevant) for each task of the scenario. This scoring is done
by domain experts before runtime. At runtime depending on the
user position, his current task and the set of importance vector, for
each object the rating system updates a score from 0 to 1 that will
be the object transparency on the screen in order to make objects
fade in and fade out according to their importance for the current
context. In the Web3D context, AVE - Adaptive Visualization En-
vironment [9] also uses a rating system. In a document retrieval
process, the aim is to choose automatically a good visualization
metaphor for the search result according to its semantic properties.
The interface selection process first determines a set of interfaces
suited for the data structure. Then, for each of these interfaces a
ranking coefficient is computed according to the semantic proper-
ties of the search result. At the end, the interface with the minimum
coefficient is selected. If two or more interfaces get the same score,
the choice is given to the user.
Rule-based systems are also present for semantic adaptation. Bi-
lasco et al. [1], detailed in section 2.2.3, offer to choose the adapted
LOD for 3D objects according to their semantic importance in the
current context. An object with a low importance in the context of
the application can then be replaced by its bounding box or can be
excluded on devices with low capacities.
Another solution to deal with semantic is proposed by Moreno
et al. in a fire fighting simulation system [41]. Authors propose
to integrate a semantic layer, composed of a knowledge base and
a reasoner, in the system architecture. The knowledge base com-
piles emergency procedures and concept, geographic data and user
categorization into a set of ontologies. Besides, the reasoner sends
signals to the virtual reality simulator in order to produce modifi-
cations. An example given in the paper is semantic highlighting
which consists in changing visual parameters of some objects to
make them more distinguishable. For instance, the semantic layer
can give the instruction to highlight a burning building.
4 DISCUSSION
In this survey, we aim to show that a lot of solutions dealing with
the plasticity property for 3D user interfaces exist in the literature.
However, all these solutions do not offer the same possibilities in
terms of adaptation targets, adaptation sources and dynamicity.
We have seen that some solutions can take into account differ-
ent adaptation sources, this is the case for AMACONT [13] or the
model proposed by Lindt [39] that handle hardware adaptation as
well as user adaptation. However, AMACONT does not include
an abstraction layer for input devices and has been designed for
Web3D. Regarding the other solutions, the vast majority is only
concerned with one adaptation source. Moreover, our survey shows
that taking data semantics and collaboration as adaptation sources
is not as deeply explored as taking hardware and individual users as
sources.
Regarding adaptation targets, similarly as for adaptation sources,
most solutions handle only one of the targets. Once again, AMA-
CONT [13] and the model proposed by Lindt [39] are two coun-
terexamples because they can adapt content as well as interaction
techniques but they do not handle redistribution. Indeed, redistribu-
tion is the less explored target in the literature.
As detailed, a system is considered as static if adaptations need
restarting the system or worth recompiling it. A system is consid-
ered as dynamic if adaptations can occur at runtime. In the literature
we can find both types but choosing a static only solution may be
a disadvantage for an application. Indeed, every system can vary at
runtime. For instance, devices may be replaced, the network may
slow down, users may arrive and leave. Theses variations may force
to reconsider the set of adaptations chosen at initialization and may
make the application inconsistent with the context.
We explained that adaptations can be determined sometimes by
the system, sometimes by the user and sometimes it can be a mix
between both, what should be possible in a perfect scenario. How-
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ever, if automatic adaptations may happen, according to Lindt [39],
the user must feel that he has the control of the system, see what is
going on, be able to reverse adaptations, and the adaptations must
preserve the consistency of the 3D user interface.
AMACONT [13] and the CATHI framework [39] seem to be
the most complete solutions of the literature. Both support multi-
ple adaptation sources, multiple adaptation targets, dynamicity and
user and auto-configuration. However, AMACONT is especially
designed for Web3D, and CATHI has a strong dependence to the
VR/AR framework MORGAN [45] for 3D rendering and track-
ing device handling. Moreover, none of them take into considera-
tion issues like collaboration, redistribution or semantic adaptation.
CATHI aims to provide an extensible framework, therefore it could
be improve to handle these issues.
This survey also explores the field of 2D user interfaces. In this
field of research, model based driven engineering seem to be the
most suited technique to build plastic user interfaces. However,
model based driven engineering lacks authoring tools for develop-
ing applications. Thus, today, solutions based on this concept are
not widely used by developers. Moreover, in the field of 3D, model
based driven engineering has not been deeply explored. Some so-
lutions exist to generate 3D applications based on models but they
do not take into account any adaptation concept.
With these previous affirmations, we can highlight the fact that
in the field of adaptive or plastic 3D user interfaces there is a
lack of a unified solution that could deal easily with all adaptation
sources, all adaptation targets, dynamicity, user configuration and
auto-configuration. Providing developers and designers with this
kind of solution could really help them in the plastic 3D user inter-
faces development process. This is true only if an authoring tool to
ease the development of such applications is available.
5 CONCLUSION
The need for plasticity is becoming increasingly important. Thus,
in this paper, we have presented an overview of current techniques
for designing plastic 3D user interfaces. We have shown that current
methods offer adaptation to different constraints such as hardware,
user and semantic in order to maximize the usability of applications.
This goal can be reached with different kinds of adaptation which
are: content modification, redistribution or interaction techniques
revision. Adaptations are either static or dynamic. They can be
performed by human requests from a predefined set of parameters
and we talk of adaptability, or automatically by the system, in this
case we talk of adaptivity.
However we have seen that no solution meets all the require-
ments of plasticity. We need a unified solution that takes into ac-
count all adaptation sources, all adaptation targets, that supports dy-
namicity and adaptivity and that allow user and auto-configuration.
Even if model-based user engineering aims to provide a generic so-
lution for plasticity in 2D, it is still too badly accepted by developers
and is not really well explored for 3D applications. Moreover, col-
laboration, which could also be an adaptation source, has not been
well explored yet. It is interesting to wonder how to adapt a shared
application by users with different sets of constraints: for example,
modifying the content differently for multiple users could alter their
collaboration.
6 FUTURE WORK
These shortcomings in current solutions will drive our future work.
We will focus on finding generic and scalable methods to deal with
all adaptation issues. Our aim is to meet all the requirements of the
plasticity property including those not well explored today.
First, as CVE is an important part of 3D user interfaces, it is
substantial to consider collaboration in our future work. Thanks to
the wide variety of interaction devices a lot of collaboration scenar-
ios are possible. In all possible scenarios, it is important to handle
awareness issues. Users have to be aware of the others interaction
possibilities and of how they see the content. This awareness is im-
portant, especially when all users applications are not adapted in
the same way.
Secondly, modeling the content oriented and the system oriented
semantic in an application has to be considered. This semantic
could be really useful to create dynamic scenes adapted for the con-
tent. For example, in a virtual museum context, it would be really
interesting to create a museum template that adapts itself to the arti-
facts it contains. It would allow to provide a futuristic version of the
museum for science fiction objects and a castle version for Middle
Ages artifacts.
To finish, we aim to propose a flexible solution for developers
but also easy to use for designers. This solution will be designer
friendly if an authoring tool is available. Indeed, we think that pro-
viding an authoring tool is the only way to bring such a solution on
the consumer market.
To achieve it, our road map for our future work will begin by
finding the best way to model hardware, user and semantic. Then
we will define an adaptation model which will take into account all
our issues. To finish, we will provide developers with an authoring
tool for creating plastic 3D user interfaces.
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